Gomez and Christiani Dive for It

West Indies Yaws Expert
In Thailand

Gomez and Christiani took five to 12 points from Argentina during England's
Havana Cup match at the 3rd. The West Indies' strong form suggests to trainer
coaches and selectors that they should consider:

Car Owners' Association
May Be Formed

The Council of the Chamber of Commerce will consider whether an
Automobile Owners' Association will be formed for the purpose of improving roads, removing blind

Table Tennis Trial Games Begin

Finale of Pure Fort

PREPARATION for the following Table Tennis trial games begins this week with nine

Sold Liquor Without Licence

FINED £120

LADIES' BELTS OF SUDE LEATHER

in GREEN, MUSTARD, DARK BROWN
BLUE, RUST, BLACK, WINE and TAN

Also -

PLASTIC BELTS
at various Prices

HIDE THE NEW MOTOR CYCLE MARVEL

Velocette

THE NEW MODEL, L.19 C.C. is different from the conventional type in some ways. Pla's it's the smartest approach to a motor car.

WATER COOLER. HAND-STARTED, SHAFT-DRIVEN
and NOISLESS

For Simplicity, Economy and Riding Pleasure, Choose a . . .

Velocette
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